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Abstract 
Art is a language which tries to convey abstract information. The main element of art is the uniqueness of the transmitted 
message. A Masterpiece is the correct execution of a unique and unrepeatable creative idea. Thus, creativity is the main object of 
artistic labor, but it goes beyond the objectives of academic education. Artistic creativity is halfway between memory and 
imagination, how these two elements plays in art creation is the subject of this work. 
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Peer-review under responsibility of the Sakarya University. 
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1. Art and Creativity 
Art is the most complex of human languages; its complexity is not limited to the left hemisphere of the brain. 
This language means to relate concepts that are apparently disjointed, extract their meanings, assign them emotions 
and express them synthetically. The message transmitted is extremely complex, generally in the field of sensations 
and emotions. It has been said a lot that the creative process in the artistic field as a god’s inspiration, state of grace 
or totally unconscious self-absorbed state (Zweig, 2010); but rarely this process relates to the living experiences and 
the transformation from memory into imagination. This work intends to fill that void. 
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2. The Study of Memory 
Philosophically, the study of memory is still dominated by Greek metaphors. Phenomenology of memory stems 
from the metaphor of the wax block. This metaphor is the basis the icon theory. For Socrates experiences are printed 
in the human soul as a stamp leaves its imprint on the warm wax. The metaphor of the imprint, however refers to a 
foreign cause that pushes the object to make their mark. This foreign cause, or movement, in turn implies an internal 
split of the mental image or a double intentionality. 
 
Then Socrates proposes to imagine the soul as a book. On whose pages, memory, as a scribe who thinks over the 
sensations, writes truths or lies of a soul that determine the true or falsity of the opinion or speech. Moreover, after 
this writing a painter sketches on the soul the images corresponding to the things made or intended. These texts and 
images contrast with the external traces left by past events, which are physical and objective documents of history. 
 
Plato’s metaphor of the portrait highlights the problem of the fidelity of the memory. Consider the existence of a 
printing means to distinguish between the mold that was printed and the imprinted mark. The comparison among 
them solves the problem of the faithful as opposed to imitation. That is, faithful memory against fantasy. 
 
The idea of the imprint leads directly to the concept of memory trace. Paul Ricœur (2000) distinguishes three 
types of memory traces: the physical trace, the psychic and the cortical. The physical trace is the external evidence of 
the passage of time, i.e. the physical document. The psychic trace on the other hand, is the sensation obtained by the 
experience with thoughts and opinions. Finally, the cortical trace refers to neuronal storage experiences, generally 
consider as unknown field. These three types of traces make up a triangle that points to the fact that generated the 
imprint. 
 
However, trace and memory are distinct. Memory, as Aristotle says, belongs to the past, while the trace is what 
remains to the present by the action of the past. The confusion between trace and memory is the basis of the complex 
relationship and difference between memory and imagination. 
 
Now, the psychic trace is the cause identified as a present image and feel that we call memory. This memory that 
Aristotle named “mnesis” is perceived as a condition and is ontologically different from the active pursuit or 
“anamnesis” that we identify as a remembrance. The “mnesis” is the simple evocation, singular recall; while the 
anamnesis is the effort of remembrance. This intellectual effort involves the schematic interpretation of juxtaposed 
images where each constitutes a point of remembrance, from which the route on the return to the original trace is 
profiled. 
3. The Memory Social Network 
Internally, the cortical trace can be identified as a set of neurons and the relations created between them. A system 
consisting of a set and a relationship defined between the elements of the set are mathematically defined as a 
network. Clearly, the cerebral cortex has the structure of a network. Moreover, this network is strongly related that 
contains a huge number of connections. This property gives not only stability but also makes it capable of accepting 
contradictions.  
 
Mathematically this network implies the properties of a social network (Newman, Barabási, & Watts, 2006). The 
most direct example of a social network is Internet. Internet as a social network continuously flows information. The 
flow in a social network continuously alters its structure, adding or strengthening connections. The neural network is 
continuously traveled by an electrochemical flow. The electrical impulses which flow into the neural network are the 
psychic trace. Thus, the psychic trace flowing in the brain are thoughts that run through the concepts generated by 
the experiences. Thus, events or human experiences are stored within this structure as a bounded subset of the neural 
network remembered by electrical stimulation. 
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 In this order of ideas, related experiences share among them part of their neuronal structure. The storage of new 
experiences is done relating the information already contained in the network and expanding its structure. In such a 
way that contact with new experiences change previously stored information and determines to some extent the 
perception and the same storage.  
 
As mentioned above, the electrical impulses flow continuously in the neural network by changing its structure, 
i.e. they add relationships or reinforce connections. New relations caused by the continuous flow, which do not have 
their origin in experiences are pure imagination. One of the functions of the prefrontal region of the cerebral cortex 
is to control the separation between the experiences and imagination. In other words the psychic trace is the origin of 
imagination and memory modification. It is here where creative ideas are conceived. 
 
Art is however part of the tangible physical world. The physical expression of ideas is what is philosophically 
called exegesis and inevitably requires some interpretation. (Ricœur, 2003) The physical expression of ideas thus 
defined a hermeneutic problem. Fortunately, and it is not a coincidence, arts education generally focuses precisely in 
the practice of the correct physical expression i.e. in exegesis. Similarly to what happens in the cerebral cortex, the 
transformation of the external physical world through the human driving force using the technical elements 
developed by artistic discipline, leads to the material creation of art. In this external process we can again distinguish 
the psychic trace generated by the electrochemical impulses that produce the motor functions of the body acting on 
the physical trace which is the outside world. 
4. Conclusions 
The artistic creation involves the realization of two disjoint processes: the generation of a message to convey and 
the execution of the work of art. Obviously the transformative element is the psychic trace that we can identify with 
the intent; but it requires enough information stored in the cerebral cortex to generate creative ideas. This 
information can only be stored through life experiences or transmitted through human interaction.  
Finally, humans are constantly swimming in a sea of data from where senses select information relevant for its 
own proposes (Meadows, 2001) i.e. the complexity of cortical trace depends on the amount of information that the 
senses collect from the outside world.  
On the other hand, each artistic discipline uses a specific vehicle to communicate feelings and emotions. Thus, art 
education focuses on teaching the technique necessary for the use of these vehicles. This is what is known as 
Academy. The proper execution of the work of art is the usual issue of the Art Academy. Then, artistic creation is 
only possible if there are sufficient psychic elements to be carried out. This includes enough technical practice 
within some of the artistic disciplines to faithfully express creative ideas.  
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